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'I love this book!' - Mandy Lehto, Psychologies Magazine What if it were possible to help ourselves thrive, rather than simply survive? The
Self-Care Revolution is designed to help and restore your day-to-day energy reserves so that, rather than running on empty, you will have the
strength and spirit to excel with whatever life brings. Discover the Vitality Wheel - a complete body and mind Self-Care Toolkit that will boost
your health, happiness and resourcefulness. 'An inspiring, intelligent, warm and friendly toolkit. One of those books that you'll remember
forever.' - Nicola Elliott, founder of Neom Organics 'An essential bible of how to live your best life. I can't wait to begin using my Vitality
Wheel.' - Anya Hayes 'With intimate knowledge of the ways in which we might be struggling, Suzy guides you to a place of innate self-care
and kindness without ever overwhelming or over-promising. Inspired.' - Eminé Rushton, Psychologies Magazine Wellness Director
The story of the Stuart dynasty is a breathless soap opera played out in just a hundred years in an array of buildings that span Europe from
Scotland, via Denmark, Holland and Spain to England.
The way we work is broken. It takes forever to get anything done. Meetings and emails are incessant. Bureaucracy stifles talent and
creativity. After decades of management theory and multiple waves of technological and societal change, is this really the best we can do?
Aaron Dignan teaches companies how to eliminate red tape, tap into collective intelligence, and rethink long-held traditions that no longer
make sense. In Brave New Work, he shows you how to revolutionize the way your company works forever. Using stories from companies at
the cutting edge of organizational transformation, Brave New Work will show you how to transform your team, department and business from
the inside out, making work more adaptable, abundant and human. It is packed with new tactics and tips for updating your company's
operating system: the simple rules and assumptions so deeply embedded that you don't even think to question them. Learn how to reignite
passion and energy throughout your organization and to build a company that runs itself.
The founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum on how the impending technological revolution will change our lives We
are on the brink of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. And this one will be unlike any other in human history. Characterized by new technologies
fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, the Fourth Industrial Revolution will impact all disciplines, economies and industries - and it
will do so at an unprecedented rate. World Economic Forum data predicts that by 2025 we will see: commercial use of nanomaterials 200
times stronger than steel and a million times thinner than human hair; the first transplant of a 3D-printed liver; 10% of all cars on US roads
being driverless; and much more besides. In The Fourth Industrial Revolution, Schwab outlines the key technologies driving this revolution,
discusses the major impacts on governments, businesses, civil society and individuals, and offers bold ideas for what can be done to shape a
better future for all.
Laurent Dubois weaves the stories of slaves, free people of African descent, wealthy whites and French administrators into an unforgettable
tale of insurrection, war, heroism and victory.
For the past 25 years, Belinda Kirk's professional life has revolved around adventure. She's seen it change people first hand: turning the timid
into the confident, the addicted into the recovering, and the lost into the intentionally wandering. As a force for change, adventure can be
powerful like few others.This book is about this transformational power. From managing anxiety and overcoming fear, to finding self-worth
and building interpersonal connections, to being happier, healthier, and more playful, ADVENTURE REVOLUTION draws lessons from more
than two decades of experience leading groups into the wilderness around the globe. Illuminated with Belinda's personal narrative, her own
research with modern hunter-gatherers, and the latest findings in brain and behaviour, ADVENTURE REVOLUTION presents a compelling
case for ditching the living room in favour of a longer, happier, and more adventurous life.
Influential popular philosopher Roman Krznaric argues our brains are wired for social connection: empathy is at the heart of who we are. It's
an essential, transforming quality we must develop for the 21st Century. Through encounters with actors, activists, groundbreaking designers,
undercover journalists, nurses, bankers and neuroscientists, Krznaric defines a new breed of adventurer. He sets out the six life-enhancing
habits of highly empathic people, whose skills enable them to connect with others in extraordinary ways. Empathy has the power to transform
relationships, from the personal to the political. Krznaric contends that, as we move on from an age of introspection, empathy will be key to
fundamental social change - making this book a manifesto for revolution.
Finalist for the PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award “A call to action that underscores a common goal: to change the world from
the ground up.”—Dan Barber, author of The Third Plate For centuries, agricultural practices have eroded the soil that farming depends on,
stripping it of the organic matter vital to its productivity. Now conventional agriculture is threatening disaster for the world’s growing
population. In Growing a Revolution, geologist David R. Montgomery travels the world, meeting farmers at the forefront of an agricultural
movement to restore soil health. From Kansas to Ghana, he sees why adopting the three tenets of conservation agriculture—ditching the plow,
planting cover crops, and growing a diversity of crops—is the solution. When farmers restore fertility to the land, this helps feed the world, cool
the planet, reduce pollution, and return profitability to family farms.

The importance of science and technology and future of education and research are just some of the subjects discussed
here.
We are in the midst of a medical revolution: in just a few years, we will be able to have our complete DNA sequenced at
an affordable cost. Analysing the content of our genomes will allow a powerful estimate of our future risks of illness - from
cystic fibrosis and Huntington's disease, to cancer and diabetes - which will help us devise our own personalised
blueprint of preventive medicine. This will have enormous implications on everything from our day-to-day choices like diet
and exercise, to childbearing and health insurance - and it may even challenge what we thought we knew about our
ethnic histories. Combining cutting-edge scientific research with practical advice, Francis Collins examines this
remarkable phenomenon, which will transform healthcare worldwide. We now know that the language spoken by our
DNA is the language of life itself, and in this important book Collins shows how reading that language will help save lives.
*The No.1 Sunday Times Bestseller James Smith has already changed thousands of lives with his international
phenomenon Not A Diet Book. Are you ready to change yours? Are you sick of always wearing black and getting
undressed in the dark? Are you fixated with a number on the scales? Are you afraid to step into the gym and commit to a
routine? Is your confidence at an all-time low? Is all of this having a negative impact on your life, relationships and
happiness? With every tool you'll ever need to learn to reset your current mindset and attitude towards your diet and
training, chapters include: * Fat loss versus muscle gain * Metabolism and 'body types' * Protein targets and calorie
tracking * Common fitness fallacies * Female fat loss * Supplements * Training versus exercising * The importance of
sleep * Forming habits This book will put you back in control. It is not a fad diet or a short-term training plan. It will
empower you to adopt better habits that will allow you to take charge of your life.
New York City was being systematically crippled by crimes committed in a very organized fashion. Communities and
neighborhoods were paralyzed with fear. Just when all hope seemed lost, the tide turned. Rumors spread about a group
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of renegade crime fighters with extraordinary powers. They called themselves, The Unbeatables. Henry Fleming
(Strongman) was their leader. They were superhero pioneers. No flashy names. No dazzling uniforms. As a result of their
heroic efforts, The Unbeatables introduced Genvars (Genetic Variations) to a skeptical world that up to that point
considered the occasional grainy video footage of someone displaying abnormal powers to be nothing more than a hoax.
Soon, more Genvars came out of hiding. But their assimilation into society was met with resistance and trepidation. Civil
unrest was threatening the very foundation of the country. The government held controversial hearings to deal with the
fear and unrest that was crippling the country. Genvars desperately needed a leader to unite and represent them. They
wanted Strongman. Through his own chronological narrative, Henry Fleming gives us an unabashed accounting of his
extraordinary life. Whether it's the searing pain of a broken heart, the unapologetic dispensing of justice, or his lifelong
search for the answer to the same question we each ask ourselves. Why Am I here? Sometimes it's not who we think we
are that matters as much as who other people believe we are.
How do ordinary people become revolutionaries? In 2000, too-cool-to-care Belgrade rock kid Srdja Popovic found himself
at the centre of a movement which was about to change the world. Popovic was one of the unexpected leaders of the
student movement Otpor! that overthrew dictator Slobodan Milosevic and established democracy in Serbia — all by
avoiding violence and opting for something far more powerful: a sense of humour. In this inspiring and entertaining guide
for would-be activists, he tells his story and those of other ‘ordinary revolutionaries’ who have created real social change
using non-violent techniques. Now the director of an organisation that helps to train pro-democracy activists, Popovic has
worked with some of the most significant movements of our times, including the architects of the Arab Spring. Through
examples such as a protest of Lego men in Siberia (when flesh-and-blood people would have been shot), and a boycott
of cottage cheese in Israel to challenge price inflation, Popovic tells stories of the true and sometimes ingeniously clever
ways in which non-violent resistance has achieved its means. From Occupy Wall Street to Tahrir Square, and from
Nelson Mandela to Harvey Milk, the tales Popovic tells are hilarious, accessible, inspiring, at times outrageous, and
always about ordinary people achieving extraordinary things. PRAISE FOR SRDJA POPOVIC ‘Highly readable …
combining an entertaining primer on the theory and practice of peaceful protest with a very personal account of
[Popovic's] own involvement with it.’ The Guardian ‘The title is no exaggeration … Popovic cheerfully blows up just about
every idea most people hold about nonviolent struggle.’ The New York Times
Stokely Carmichael, the charismatic and controversial black activist, stepped onto the pages of history when he called for
"Black Power” during a speech one Mississippi night in 1966. A firebrand who straddled both the American civil rights
and Black Power movements, Carmichael would stand for the rest of his life at the center of the storm he had unleashed
that night. In Stokely, preeminent civil rights scholar Peniel E. Joseph presents a groundbreaking biography of
Carmichael, using his life as a prism through which to view the transformative African American freedom struggles of the
twentieth century. During the heroic early years of the civil rights movement, Carmichael and other civil rights activists
advocated nonviolent measures, leading sit-ins, demonstrations, and voter registration efforts in the South that
culminated with the passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965. Still, Carmichael chafed at the slow progress of the civil
rights movement and responded with Black Power, a movement that urged blacks to turn the rhetoric of freedom into a
reality through whatever means necessary. Marked by the assassinations of Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, Jr., a
wave of urban race riots, and the rise of the anti-war movement, the late 1960s heralded a dramatic shift in the tone of
civil rights. Carmichael became the revolutionary icon for this new racial and political landscape, helping to organize the
original Black Panther Party in Alabama and joining the iconic Black Panther Party for Self Defense that would galvanize
frustrated African Americans and ignite a backlash among white Americans and the mainstream media. Yet at the age of
twenty-seven, Carmichael made the abrupt decision to leave the United States, embracing a pan-African ideology and
adopting the name of Kwame Ture, a move that baffled his supporters and made him something of an enigma until his
death in 1998. A nuanced and authoritative portrait, Stokely captures the life of the man whose uncompromising vision
defined political radicalism and provoked a national reckoning on race and democracy.
This first report deals with some of the major development issues confronting the developing countries and explores the
relationship of the major trends in the international economy to them. It is designed to help clarify some of the linkages
between the international economy and domestic strategies in the developing countries against the background of
growing interdependence and increasing complexity in the world economy. It assesses the prospects for progress in
accelerating growth and alleviating poverty, and identifies some of the major policy issues which will affect these
prospects.
To better understand our own times, we must often take an in-depth look at an earlier one. In this insightful volume, the
author covers the period of 1814-1914 Europe, revealing the major trends characterising this "age of progress," including
economic and demographic expansion, urbanization, the rise of the middle and working classes, greater individual
freedom, changing conditions of women and family, and increasing secularization of thought.
Ready for RevolutionThe Life and Struggles of Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Ture)Simon and Schuster
In the midnineties, New York’s Lower East Side contained a city within its shadows: a community of squatters who staked their
claims on abandoned tenements and lived and worked within their own parameters, accountable to no one but each other. With
gritty prose and vivid descriptions, Cari Luna’s debut novel, The Revolution of Every Day, imagines the lives of five squatters from
that time. But almost more threatening than the city lawyers and the private developers trying to evict them are the rifts within their
community. Amelia, taken in by Gerrit as a teen runaway seven years earlier, is now pregnant by his best friend, Steve. Anne,
married to Steve, is questioning her commitment to the squatter lifestyle. Cat, a fading legend of the downtown scene and
unwitting leader of one of the squats, succumbs to heroin. The misunderstandings and assumptions, the secrets and the
dissolution of the hope that originally bound these five threaten to destroy their homes as surely as the city’s battering rams. The
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Revolution of Every Day shows readers a life that few people, including the New Yorkers who passed the squats every day, know
about or understand.
A RALLYING CRY FOR THE WHOLE WORLD, BY ONE OF THE MOST RESPECTED LEADERS OF OUR TROUBLED TIMES.
This eloquent, impassioned manifesto is possibly the most important message The Dalai Lama can give us about the future of our
world. It's his rallying cry, full of solutions for our chaotic, aggressive, divided times: no less than a call for revolution. Are we ready
to hear it? Are we ready to act?
An armed, clandestine, union committee evolves in the revolutionary vanguard.
A revolutionary work since its publication, Black Power exposed the depths of systemic racism in this country and provided a
radical political framework for reform: true and lasting social change would only be accomplished through unity among AfricanAmericans and their independence from the preexisting order. An eloquent document of the civil rights movement that remains a
work of profound social relevance 50 years after it was first published.
The rapid evolution of information technology (IT) is transforming our society and its institutions. For the most knowledge-intensive
entities of all, research universities, profound IT-related challenges and opportunities will emerge in the next decade or so. Yet,
there is a sense that some of the most significant issues are not well understood by academic administrators, faculty, and those
who support or depend on the institutionâ€™s activities. This study identifies those information technologies likely to evolve in the
near term (a decade or less) that could ultimately have a major impact on the research university. It also examines the possible
implications of these technologies for the research universityâ€"its activities (learning, research, outreach) and its organization,
management, and financingâ€"and for the broader higher education enterprise. The authoring committee urges research
universities and their constituents to develop new strategies to ensure that they survive and thrive in the digital age.
A portrait of the supportive wife of President John Adams details the life of this extraordinary woman who used her love for
learning, for her family, and for her country to shape the early history of the United States.
It's important to know what world we are living in today, and if you truly want to be successful, it's important to know the
complexities or habits that are holding you back from living a more simple and fulfilling lifestyle. Find out what is holding you back
from getting the results that you want. Sometimes you think you have it all under control, but there is much more to be aware of
before you can master your own behavior and become free of all chains.Many people will hold on to a lifestyle that is not working
for them just because they think that's just the way things are, yet they never seem to understand what exactly is holding them
back from getting things done efficiently. For those people, now is the time to question yourself! Is the problem educational,
spiritual, physical, or financial, or is it a lack of hope and faith? Are debts keeping you working, and not giving you time to think?
What if debts were a way to keep you working, and never thinking!?Inside this book, you will learn how to overcome all of these
obstacles in an easy-to-follow step-by-step format.In this book you will learn: * How to unleash your greatest ideas (start doing
what you always wanted to do successfully, today. Live your dream lifestyle even when you face hard times.) * How to position
yourself in life to win even if you thought you lost. * How hope, love, and faith can save your life, business, and relationship, and
take you to a whole other level. * How to listen to the inner you * How taking action, even when scared to death, can set you free.
In this book, you will also learn all that you need to know to be able to let go of who you were, embrace the person inside-who
keeps talking to you-, and find your destiny. You will learn to listen to the inner you and plan your best moves. Most importantly,
you will learn to let go and get ready to fly.
Andi lives in New York and is dealing with the emotional turmoil of her younger brother's accidental death. Alex lives in Paris and is
a companion to the dauphin, the young son of Marie-Antoinette and Louis XVI, during the violent days of the French Revolution.
When Andi is sent to Paris to get her out of the trouble she's so easily enveloped by in New York, their two stories collide, and
Andi finds a way to reconcile herself not only to her past but also to her future. This is a heart-wrenchingly beautiful, evocative
portrait of lives torn apart by grief and mended by love.
A SUNDAY TIMES DESIGN BOOK OF THE YEAR _________________________________________ The definitive guide for
harnessing the power of colour to improve your happiness, wellbeing and confidence Wouldn't you like to boost your confidence
simply by slipping on 'that' yellow jumper? Or when you get home after a stressful day, be instantly soothed by the restful green of
your walls? The colours all around us hold an emotional energy. Applied Colour Psychology specialist, Karen Haller, explains the
inherent power of colour; for example, looking closely at the colours we love or those we dislike can bring up deeply buried
memories and with them powerful feelings. A revolutionary guide to boosting your wellbeing, The Little Book of Colour puts you
firmly in the driver's seat and on the road to changing the colours in your world to revamp your mood and motivation. Illuminating
the science, psychology and emotional significance of colour, with key assessments for finding your own true colour compatibility,
this book will help you to rediscover meaning in everything you do through the joy of colour. Get ready to join the colour revolution,
and change your life for the better.
From a two-time Olympic coach and creator of the Pose Method who has trained the running elite, an essential guide for all
runners seeking to go faster and farther without injury Christopher McDougall’s Born to Run—and the wildly popular natural
running trend it sparked—changed the way we think about running, but it has also prompted many questions: Have we been
running the wrong way? And, have we been running in the wrong kind of shoe? What is the safest type of foot strike? How many
types are there? And what is a foot strike anyway? No existing guide has clearly addressed these concerns—until now. The
Running Revolution provides both beginning and experienced runners with everything they need to know in order to safely and
efficiently transition to and master a safer and more biomechanically efficient way of running that is guaranteed to improve
performance and minimize wear and tear on the body. More than a one-size-fits-all guide, The Running Revolution provides
readers with clear instructions, complete with helpful illustrations, that they can easily integrate into their unique running histories in
order to run safely, intelligently, and efficiently for many years to come.
One of America's most prominent historians and a noted feminist bring together the most important political writings and
testimonials from African-Americans over three centuries.
Would you like to experience amazing clarity, peace, and freedom, even in the midst of challenging circumstances? In this
groundbreaking new book, bestselling author Michael Neill shares an extraordinary new understanding of how life works that turns
traditional psychology on its head. This revolutionary approach is built around three simple principles that explain where our
feelings come from and how our experience of life can transform for the better in a matter of moments. Understanding these
principles allows you to tap into the deeper intelligence behind life, access your natural wisdom and guidance, and unleash your
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limitless creative power. You'll be able to live with less stress, greater ease, and a sense of connection to the larger unfolding of
life. Welcome to the space where miracles happen… Are you ready to begin?
JP Morgan’s Best Summer Read 2018 We are in the midst of a sleep deprivation crisis, and this has profound consequences – on
our health, our job performance, our relationships and our happiness. In this book, Arianna Huffington boldly asserts that what is
needed is nothing short of a sleep revolution. Only by renewing our relationship with sleep can we take back control of our lives.
Through a sweeping, scientifically rigorous and deeply personal exploration of sleep from all angles, Arianna delves into the new
golden age of sleep science that reveals the vital role sleep plays in our every waking moment and every aspect of our health –
from weight gain, diabetes, and heart disease to cancer and Alzheimer’s. In The Sleep Revolution, Arianna shows how our
cultural dismissal of sleep as time wasted not only compromises our health and our decision-making but also undermines our work
lives, our personal lives and even our sex lives. She explores all the latest science on what exactly is going on while we sleep and
dream. She takes on the dangerous sleeping pill industry and confronts all the ways our addiction to technology disrupts our sleep.
She also offers a range of recommendations and tips from leading scientists on how we can achieve better and more restorative
sleep, and harness its incredible power. In today's fast-paced, always-connected, perpetually harried and sleep-deprived world,
our need for a good night’s sleep is more important – and elusive – than ever. The Sleep Revolution both sounds the alarm on our
worldwide sleep crisis and provides a detailed road map to the great sleep awakening that can help transform our lives, our
communities and our world.
It's time to take charge of your life--and do that thing you've always wanted to do. Personal (R)evolution is your very own life coach
in your pocket. Best-selling author and coach Allison Task will help you take control of your life and move from where you are now
to where you want to be. Inside this refreshing how-to book filled with humor, inspiration, real-world client examples and tools,
Task will help you: Create a clear vision for what you want out of life, so you know where you're going and why you're going there.
Remove the frustrating blocks that are holding you back from achieving your goals and replace them with positivity, possibility, and
momentum. Develop a detailed weekly action plan that will drive you to where you want to be. Build and nurture the network that
will help you create your future. This book is your step-by- step guidebook to clarify the vision you have for yourself, believe that
it's possible, and pursue it. If you're ready to go after a better life, you are ready for Personal (R)evolution.
"Reading Grace Lee Boggs helps you glimpse a United States that is better and more beautiful than you thought it was. As she
analyzes some of the inspiring theories and practices that have emerged from the struggles for equality and freedom in Detroit and
beyond, she also shows us that in this country, a future revolution is not only necessary but possible." --Michael Hardt, co-author
of Commonwealth "This groundbreaking book not only represents the best of Grace Lee Boggs, but the best of any radical,
visionary thinking in the United States. She reminds us why revolution is not only possible and necessary, but in some places
already in the making. The conditions we face under neoliberalism and war do, indeed, mark the end of an era in which the old
ideological positions of protest are not really relevant or effective--and this book offers a new way forward."--Robin D.G. Kelley,
author of Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination "Grace Boggs has long been a major voice of hope and action for
transformation of the United States and the world. Here is her testimony of hope and program for action. It must be taken
seriously." --Immanuel Wallerstein, author of Utopistics: or, Historical Choices of the Twenty-first Century "One of the most
accomplished radicals of our time, the Detroit-based visionary Grace Lee Boggs has become one of our most influential and
inspiring public intellectuals. The Next American Revolution is her powerful reflection on a lifetime of urban revolutionary work, an
ode to the courage and brilliance of her late partner James Boggs, and a plain-spoken call for us to address the troubled times we
face with a sense of history, a strong set of values, and an unwavering faith in our own creative, restorative powers." --Jeff Chang,
author of Can't Stop Won't Stop
The personal story of the civil rights leader's work and life, published to coincide with the fifth anniversary of his death, discusses
his witness to and experiences with the prison farms and lynch mobs of Mississippi, the firefights and political activism of the
African liberation wars, and the efforts of Black Power and Pan-Africanism. 40,000 first printing.
Head of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee. Honorary prime minister of the Black Panther Party. Bestselling author.
Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Ture) is an American legend, one whose work as a civil rights leader fundamentally altered the
course of history -- and our understanding of Pan-Africanism today. Ready for Revolution recounts the extraordinary course of
Carmichael's life, from his Trinidadian youth to his consciousness-raising years in Harlem to his rise as the patriarch of the Black
Power movement. In his own words, Carmichael tells the story of his fight for social justice with candor, wit, and passion -- and a
cast of luminaries that includes James Baldwin, Toni Morrison, Bayard Rustin, Martin Luther King, Jr., Rosa Parks, Malcolm X, Ho
Chi Minh, and Fidel Castro, among others. Carmichael's personal testimony captures the pulse of the cultural upheavals that
characterize the modern world. This landmark, posthumously published autobiography reintroduces us to a man whose love of
freedom fueled his fight for revolution to the end.
In the speeches and articles collected in this book, the black activist, organizer, and freedom fighter Stokely Carmichael traces the
dramatic changes in his own consciousness and that of black Americans that took place during the evolving movements of Civil
Rights, Black Power, and Pan-Africanism. Unique in his belief that the destiny of African Americans could not be separated from
that of oppressed people the world over, Carmichael's Black Power principles insisted that blacks resist white brainwashing and
redefine themselves. He was concerned not only with racism and exploitation, but with cultural integrity and the colonization of
Africans in America. In these essays on racism, Black Power, the pitfalls of conventional liberalism, and solidarity with the
oppressed masses and freedom fighters of all races and creeds, Carmichael addresses questions that still confront the black world
and points to a need for an ideology of black and African liberation, unification, and transformation.
A new book by two of the biggest powerhouses in positive psychology and personal development – Dr Andy Cope and Professor
Paul McGee Happiness. We chase it, we crave it…it’s so in demand… yet so scarce and fleeting. But here’s the good news. In The
Happiness Revolution: A Manifesto For Living Your Best Life, bestselling authors Dr Andy Cope and Professor Paul McGee deliver
a page-turning self-help book of the times, for the times. As the world wakes up to a new kind of normal, The Happiness
Revolution challenges readers to sign up to an uprising of wellbeing and to making the most of the privilege of being on this planet.
The book outlines a 10-point Happiness Manifesto. Grounded in the science of human flourishing and the reality of life, the
principles are simple, do-able and above all make a difference not only to yourself but to others too. Let the fight back to mental
wealth start right here. Welcome to global domination of the happiness kind! Discover: How to regain your sanity, clarity, and
wellbeing, even when your smartphone, kids, spouse, job, and possessions seem to be conspiring to keep you from doing just
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that. Why it can be so hard to maintain a happy outlook when the outside world has never been so fast, complex, and
unpredictable. How to be at your best in a world that is doing its worst. Happiness is the #1 thing you want for yourself and your
family. The Happiness Revolution is an indispensable guide for everyone trying to live their best life and to spread some happiness
whilst doing so. Rise Up and Be Happy! Vive la revolution!
The Resiliency rEvolution is your stress solution. Rather than letting stress diminish your life, you can become more resilient to it.
Using your primitive hardwiring to your advantage, you can learn how to recover from stress more quickly and raise your threshold
for it. Utilizing realistic and manageable tactics, you'll soon be on your way toward a more resilient life.It's time to join the
rEvolution! Work with your body to realize your full potential and to perform at your absolute best—professionally and personally—in
the face of stress.
The Evolution Revolution: 2021 speaks to those ready for their next step on the evolutionary ladder. It shows us how to change the
world by changing ourselves in simple, practical steps.
Be the best version of you that YOU can be. How can you learn to truly love yourself? How can you transform negative emotions
into positive ones? Is it possible to find lasting happiness? In this book, Instagram guru Vex King answers all of these questions
and more. Vex overcame adversity to become a source of hope for thousands of young people, and now draws from his personal
experience and his intuitive wisdom to inspire you to: - practise self-care, overcome toxic energy and prioritize your wellbeing cultivate positive lifestyle habits, including mindfulness and meditation - change your beliefs to invite great opportunities into your
life - manifest your goals using tried-and-tested techniques - overcome fear and flow with the Universe - find your higher purpose
and become a shining light for others In this book, Vex will show you that when you change the way you think, feel, speak and act,
you begin to change the world.
The famous words of patriots, such as Nathan Hale's "I regret that I have but one life to give for my country," have echoed through
the centuries as embodiments of the spirit of the American Revolution. Despite the immortalized role these quotes play in
America's historical narrative, their origins remain obscure. We know little about what inspired words like these and how this spirit
of sacrifice inspired the revolution itself. What was going on in the hearts and minds of young men who risked their lives for the
revolutionary cause? The answer lies in the untold story of the spiritual backdrop of the American Revolution. One Life to Give
presents Nathan Hale's execution on September 21, 1776, as the culmination of a story that spans generations and explains why
many young American men reached the personal decision to commit to the revolutionary cause even if it meant death. As John
Fanestil reveals, this is the story of how martyrdom shaped the American Revolution. In colonial America, countless young
revolutionaries, like their forebears, were raised and trained from infancy to understand that divine approval was attached to
certain kinds of deaths--deaths of self-sacrifice for a sacred cause. Young boys were taught to expect that someday they might be
called to fight and die for such a cause, and that should this come to pass, their deaths could be meaningful in the eyes of others
and of God. Fanestil traces the deep history of the tradition of martyrdom from its classical and Christian origins, ultimately
articulating how the spirit of American martyrdom animated countless personal commitments to American independence, and
thereby to the war. Only by understanding the inextricable role played by martyrdom can we fully understand the origins of the
American Revolution.
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